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GENERALIZED SECOND-ORDER DERIVATIVES
OF CONVEX FUNCTIONS IN REFLEXIVE BANACH SPACES

CHI NGOC DO

Abstract. Generalized second-order derivatives introduced by Rockafellar in

finite-dimensional spaces are extended to convex functions in reflexive Banach

spaces. Parallel results are shown in the infinite-dimensional case. A result

that plays an important role in applications is that the generalized second-order

differentiability is preserved under the integral sign.

Generalized second-order derivatives in nonsmooth analysis have drawn

much attention in the past few years because of their importance in sensitivity

analysis and in statements of optimality conditions. Many authors have tried

to define second-order directional derivatives in quite different ways. Most def-

initions have been confined to finite-valued functions; see for example. [3],

[4], [20] for nonconvex and [9] for convex functions. Recently, R. T. Rock-

afellar in [13] has introduced second-order derivatives for extended real-valued

functions in R" based on the epi-convergence of second-order difference quo-

tients and has called them epi-derivatives. He showed that for a very broad

class of extended-real-valued functions which includes most of the functions in
nonlinear programming, such second-order epi-derivatives exist and are given

by usable formulas. Second-order optimality conditions in nonlinear program-

ming have been obtained in terms of epi-derivatives; see [17]. In the convex

case, the theory of second-order epi-derivatives has special potential. It helps
in creating a foundation for sensitivity analysis in convex optimization and was

worked out along such lines in [14].
In this paper, we shall extend Rockafellar's ideas to the case of infinite di-

mensional spaces in the convex analysis framework. Such generalization has

been attempted by Ndoutoume in [11] with considerably more restrictive as-

sumptions. The class of functions studied in his paper turns out to include only

"generalized purely quadratic functions."

Before going to our theory of second-order derivatives, we need to review

some notion of epi-convergence. For a thorough treatment of this convergence

and other applications, we refer the readers to [1, 2].

Throughout the paper, E and F are reflexive Banach spaces. The norm

topology (strong topology) and weak topology are abbreviated by letters s and

w respectively.
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1. Epi-convergence

Definition 1.1. Let (Sn) be a sequence of subsets in E. The Kuratowski limits

in the strong topology are defined by

(1.1) s-lim infSn = {x £ E : 3x„ £ S„ for n sufficiently large, with x„ A x},

(1.2) s-lim supSn = {x £ E : 3(nk)k€XS,  3xk £ S„k with xk -^ x} .

Obviously, s-lim inf-S„ c s-lim supS^ . The sequence Sn is said to be conver-

gent (in strong topology) if s-lim inf S„ = s-lim supS„, and the common value

S is written as S = s-lim Sn . It is necessary that 5 be closed.

Salinetti and Wets in [18, 19] gave some characterizations for a sequence

of closed sets S„ to converge to a closed set S in a finite-dimensional space.

Among those one has

S„-+S&d(x,S„)^d(x,S)   VxeL7,

where d(x, S) is the distance from x to the set S. In any Banach space, the

condition d(x, S„) —► d(x, S) for all x £ E always implies that Sn A S.
The limits in the weak topology corresponding to (1.1) and (1.2) are

(1.3)
w-lim inf S„ = {x £ E : 3x„ £ Sn for n sufficiently large, with xn ^* x},

(1.4) w-lim supSn = {x £ E : 3(nk)kexs,  3xk £ S„k with xk -^ x}.

Actually, these should be termed the "sequential w-lim inf" and "sequential

w-lim sup." It is also obvious that

s-lim inf5"„ c w-lim inf S„ ,        s-lim sup S« c w-lim sup S« •

The sequence (S„) is said to be Mosco convergent if w-lim sup.S„ c s-lim inf Sn ,

or in other words, all four sets above are equal:

s-lim infS„ = w-lim infS„ = s-lim supS„ = w-lim supS« .

The common value S is then denoted by M-lim S„ .

Definition 1.2. Let tpn, <p : E —> R, (n £ N). The sequence tp„ is said to

Mosco epi-converge (or simply Mosco converge) to tp , written tp = M-e-lim tpn

(or M-lim tpn ), if the epigraphs epi tpn (in E x R) Mosco converge to epi tp .

If E is finite-dimensional, then the weak and strong topologies coincide and

the Mosco convergence is simply the epi-convergence.

For an arbitrary sequence tp„ , the function whose epigraph is s-lim inf (epi tpn)

is denoted (customarily) by es -Is tp„ . One has

(1.5) te-Is ?>„)(<?)= inf {lim sup ?>„(£„)}.

The infimum is actually attained (cf. [ 1, Theorem 1.13]). Similarly, the function

whose epigraph is w-lim sup(epiç!>„) is given by

(1.6) (ew-litp„)(£)= inf {liminf tp„(£„)}.

The infimum is not attained in general (since the weak topology need not be
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first countable). Mosco (epi-) convergence of tpn to tp is then characterized by

es -Is <pn < <P < cw -li tpn , or in other words

(1.7) VfB-^i,    tp(^) <liminftpn(^n),

(1.8) 3£„-£,    9»(í)>limsuP9»„(í„).

Equality then holds in (1.8).
What we will be dealing with is a family of functions (<pt) parameterized by

t > 0. The Mosco epi-convergence of tp, to tp as ? | 0 is defined in a natural

way by saying tptn —> ̂ for every sequence i„ |0. In view of (1.7) and (1.8),

this says that: for every sequence t„ [ 0, for every ¿;,

(1.9) V£„^£,    <p(Ç)<liminftptn(L),

(1.10) 3¿„-¿,    p(¿)Mimsupa(6.)-

Equality then holds in (1.10) and <p(£,) = limtptn(^,n).

One may define directly the limits of a family of sets (S,)t>o by

(1.11)
s-lim inf St = {x : Vr„ } 0,  3x„ -^ x ; where xn £ St„ for n sufficiently large},

(1.12) s-lim supS, = {x : 3t„ I 0,  3x„ ^* x with x„ £ Stn}.

(1.13)
w-lim inf S, = {x : Vr„ | 0, 3x„ ^* x where x„ G Sín for n sufficiently large},

(1.14) w-lim supS, = {x : 3t„ I 0, 3x„ ^> x with x„ £ S,n}.

One says that St (strongly) converges to S as t } 0 if

(1.15) s-lim sup St c S c s-lim inf S,

(then all three sets are equal), and S, Mosco converges to S as ? | 0 if

(1.16) w-lim supS, cSc s-lim infS,,

then all four sets in (1.11 )—( 1.14) are equal. It can be seen that

(1.17) S,^S(t lO)&S,n ^S(n^oo),    W„j0.

Therefore the Mosco epi-convergence of a family of functions (<Pt)t>o to tp

as defined via sequences is the same as the Mosco convergence of the family

(epi^,) to epic?.
The following proposition is immediate:

Proposition 1.3. Let tp¡ Mosco epi-converge to tp. If the functions ((pt)t>o we

lower semicontinuous convex, then so is tp .

Remark 1.4. In the proposition above, convexity implies that the lower semi-

continuity is in both the weak and strong topologies.

If all tp, are proper, it is not necessary that tp be proper. This is seen by the

following example. Let

„({)     i"«/'2    * ÍÉ KM. f-oo   ¡f{ = 0,
( oo otherwise, [ oo      otherwise.
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Then <pt is a closed proper convex function and <Pt(0) = 0 for every / > 0,

and tpt^tp, but tp is not proper.

2. Second-order epi-derivatives

Throughout this section, / denotes a closed proper convex function, / :

£-R.

Definition 2.1. Let / be finite at x £ E. Let z £ E* and consider the second-

order difference quotient functions

(2.1) (A{t2)f)x,z(C):=^{f(x + tZ)-f(x)-t(z,0},        i£E(t>0).

If these functions Mosco epi-converge (as t J. 0 ) to some function tp having

<p(0) ̂  -oo , then we say that / is twice epi-differentiable at x relative to z,

and tp is called the second-order epi-derivative of f at x relative to z. We

then write f" z instead of tp .

One can see easily that the above differentiability is a local property, i.e. it

depends only on the values of / in a neighborhood of x .

The constant 2 on the right-hand side of (2.1) is introduced to make our

definition of generalized second-order derivative "closer" to those in classical

sense. In fact, a Taylor expansion for a function / of class ^2 around x

shows that the difference quotient with z = Df(x) converges pointwise to

(D2f(x)Ç ,£) . In trade off for this classical meaning, the constant 5 will pop

up in our later formulas.

Proposition 2.2. The second-order epi-derivative f" z is closed, proper convex,

positively homogeneous of degree 2 and f"jZ(0) = 0.

Proof. The verification is straightforward as in the finite-dimensional case; see

[17].    D

Proposition 2.3. If f is twice epi-differentiable at x relative to z, then z £

df(x), the subdifferential of f at x.   Furthermore, one has f"z>0 and

0€dfiz(0).

Proof. For a convex function / which is finite at x , one has

(2.2) z £ df(x) «• 3e > 0, Vx' € B(x, e),        f(x') > f(x) + (z, x' - x).

Now suppose that / is twice epi-differentiable at x relative to z and that

z £ df(x). Then by (2.2), there exists a sequence £,„ -4 0 such that

<p(Çn) := f(x + {„) - f(x) - (z,<*„) = a„ < 0.

The function tp defined in this way (for every ¿; ) is lower semicontinuous,

convex and ç?(0) = 0, hence

0 = <p(0) < liminf^(¿;„) = lim inf an < lim sup an < 0.

Thus lima„ = 0. We may assume that \a„\ < 1 for all n .

The convexity of tp implies that

(P(-Oin^n) < (1 + o:n)tp(0) - a„tp(Çn) = -antp(£,n) = -a\ .
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The Mosco convergence of (A^f)x z to f'f z gives (by (1.9) with tn = -an >

0),

.f(x - a„in) - f(x) +an(z, £,„)
0 = /;'z(0)<21iminf-

-n.V(-Otn

= 2 lim inf 9{f a"^n) < 21iminf -$■ = -2,
(<*nY a\

a contradiction. Therefore we must have z £ df(x). This also implies that

tp > 0 and hence f" z > 0. By Proposition 2.2, 0 is a minimum point of f" z ,

thus 0ed/*,z(0). 'd

Definition 2.4. (a) / is said to be twice epi-differentiable at x if df(x) / 0

and / is twice epi-differentiable at x relative to z for every z £ df(x).

(b) / is essentially twice epi-differentiable (not referring to any particular x )

if for every x at which df(x) ^ 0, / is twice epi-differentiable at x .

(c) / is twice epi-differentiable if for every x at which f(x) is finite, / is

twice epi-differentiable at x.

One can prove directly that if £ convex function / is W2 (Fréchet) in a

neighborhood of x, then it is twice epi-differentiable at x ; see [6]. However,

we will provide an indirect proof later, based on a result in the next section,

where the continuity of the second-order derivative mapping is not needed.

Theorem 2.5 (Conjugacy). For a closed proper convex function f, one has

(a) z£df(x)^x£df*(z).
(b) / is twice epi-differentiable at x relative to z if and only if f* is twice

epi-differentiable at z relative to x. One has ¿(ffx)" = (jfx\z)*-

(Recall that the conjugate /* of / is defined by

/•*(z) = sup{(x,z)-/(x)},z e£*.)
xeE

Proof. Part (a) is just a well-known fact in convex analysis. For part (b), one

can verify easily that (\At2)f)xz = \(A(2)f*)ZyX , where A,2)f and A{2)f* are

the second-order difference quotients of / and /* respectively. Therefore,

part (b) is a consequence of Wijsman-Mosco's theorem on the continuity of

the Legendre-Fenchel transform (cf. [1, Theorem 3.18]), which says that for a

sequence of closed proper convex functions (tpn), tp , one has (pn —> tp & tp*n —►

tp*.    D

Corollary 2.6.  / ¿s essentially twice epi-differentiable if and only if f* is.

Let C be a closed convex set in E and u £ C. Recall that the normal cone

Nc(u) is defined by

(2.3) Nc(u) = {£ £ E* : ({, v - u) < 0, V«eC}

and the tangent cone Tc(u) is the polar of the normal cone

(2.4) Tc(u) = Nc(u)° = {r,£E: (r¡,C)<0, V£ G Nc(u)}.

The tangent cone is also called the support cone elsewhere. One has

(2.5) Tc(u) = cl{t] : 3X > 0 such that u + Xn £ C) .
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In terms of limits of sets, one has

(2.6) Tc(u) = limsup -(C - u) = liminf-(C - u),
no      t f|0     t

where the first limit set if defined for an arbitrary set C is called the contingent

cone of C at u and the second limit set which is lying between the contingent

cone and the Clarke tangent cone [5] is referred to as the derivative cone of C

at u. These cones are known to coincide when C is a convex set [5, §2.4].

Example 2.7. Let C be a closed convex set in E. Let oç be the support

function and ôç be the indicator function of C. One has

(a) (dac)(0) = C and (ac)'¿ u = SNc{u) for all u £ C.

(t>) (ôc)'U,o = ôtc(u) for all u£C.
(c) Let p = || • || be the norm function on E. Then p'¿ u = ôNb,^ for all

u £ B*, where B* denotes the closed unit ball in E.

Proof, (a) Let a = oc ■ One has

u £ do(0) »Oe do*(u) = dSc(u) &u£C.

Let tp, be the second-order difference quotient function of a at 0 relative to

u £ C . Then

*«;) = yl>«;)-<«,{}].

Let N = Nc(u) = {Í : (v, {) < (u, £), Vv € C} = {{ : a(i) = (u, £)} and
tp = On ■ It is obvious that (1.9) and (1.10) are satisfied for every £. £ N. To

verify tp, —> tp , we only need to show (1.9) holds for Ç £ N or

(2.7) V£ i N,    Vt„l0,    V£„^£    liminf^„(^) = oo.
n

For £ £ N, let a = %(o(Ç) - (u,£)) > 0. Since lim(«,£„) = (w,£) and

liminfcr(<¡;„) > o-(¿;) (weak lower-semicontinuity of a), one has (u,Çn) <

(u,£) + a and <r(Ç„) > a(Ç) -a for all n large enough. Thus (Ptn(^n) =

¿[(JÍC) - <«,{„>] > ^[(T(i) -<«,«)- 2a] = (2/i„)a for « large. Hence (2.7)

holds.
(b) One has by part (a) and Theorem 2.5,

2~(<>c)u,0 = {2a'¿,uY = à*N = ¿Tc(u) ■

(c) Note that the norm function p in E is the support function of the closed

unit ball B* in E*, so part (c) follows from (a).   D

Definition 2.8. A closed convex set C in E is called polyhedric in the sense of

Haraux in [8] if, for every u £ C and for every z £ Nc(u), one has

{;/://€7c(K)and<r,f/) = 0}

' = cl{n :(z,r]) = 0and3X>0, u + Xt]£C}.

In particular, C is polyhedric when (compare with (2.5))

(2.9) Tc(u) = {n:3X>0,  u + Xn£ C),    VweC.

If E is a Hubert space and P is the projection mapping on C, then P(x) =

u <=> u £ C and x - u £ Nc(u) (Corollary 4.4). Thus the above definition is

the same as that given in [8, 21].
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Lemma 2.9. Let C be a closed convex set in E. The following are equivalent.

(a) C is polyhedric.
(b) For every u £ C, for every z £ Nc(u), let j¥ be the tangent cone to

Nc(u) at z. One has

(2.10) sf = {n£E:(z,n) = 0and3X>0,u + Xn£C}°.

Proof. Note that TK(z) = cl(K + [z]) for any convex cone K and z £ K,

where [z] denotes the linear space generated by z . Hence

JT = (Nc(u) + [z])° = Tc(u) n [z]°

= [n ■ n e Tc(u) and (z, n) = 0}.

Therefore by taking polarity, one can see that (2.8) and (2.10) are equivalent.   D

Example 2.10. Let C be a closed convex set which is polyhedric. Then

(a) The support function oç is essentially twice epi-differentiable.

(b) The indicator function <5C is twice epi-differentiable. For z £ E, u e

E*, one has

u£doc(z)    <=>    u£C   and   z £ Nc(u)

<£•    u£C   and   oc(z) = (u,z),

(2.12) (<Xc)",„ = <V, where ¿V = cl(Nc(u) + [z\),

(2.13) (ôc)«,z=S<r, where F = {rj £ Tc(u) : (z, n) = 0}.

(In (2.12), [z] denotes the linear space spanned by z .)

Proof. To show (a) and (b), it suffices to verify (2.11)-(2.13). The equivalences

in (2.11) are well-known facts in convex analysis. Let tp, be the second-order

difference quotient of a = oc at z relative to u. One has

<Pt(Q = -2[(r(z + tC)-0(z)-t(u,Z}]

(2.14) =^[o(z + tÇ)-(u,z + tÇ)]

'    t)6C

Let ./f be the set in (2.12). Then yf is the tangent cone to Nc(u) at z as

claimed in the proof of Lemma 2.9:

(2.15) JT = limsup -(Nc(u) - z) = liminf -(Nc(u) - z).
no    t no    t

In view of (1.9) and (1.10), (2.12) is established if the following are shown:

(2.16) ^£JV   W„i0,     3Çn^Ç,    limsup^„<0,
n

(2.17) V^/   V(,I0,     Vi„^<S,     liminfp,„ = oo

Let <^ G jV and /„ | 0. From (2.15), there exists a sequence £„ ^> £, z + t„£n £

Nc(u). Then (z + i„£„ , v - u) < 0 for all v£C. Thus f»f(£„) < 0 by (2.14).
Hence (2.16) holds.
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Let £ ^ JV. Then by Lemma 2.9(b), there exists an n such that a :=

(£,, n) > 0, (z, n) = 0, and u + Xrj £ C for some A > 0. By (2.14) one has

1 11
tpt(0>=2(^t^,Xr]) = -F(^n),        Ï£E.

For any £,n ̂  Z,, we have lim(¿;„ ,n) = (£,,n) = a. Thus

C>í„(£n) > —~- = —    for n sufficiently large.
tn  2 tn

This shows (2.17). We have shown (2.12). By Theorem 2.5 and the polarity

relationship between the two sets JV and ¡T, we also obtain (2.13). The proof

is complete.   D

3. Proto-differentiation

Definition 3.1. Given a multifunction T : E =t F, a point x £ E with T(x) #

0 and a point z g T(x) , consider the difference quotient multifunctions

(3.1) (A,T)x,z(í):=j{T(x + ti)-z},        Í £ E (t > 0).

If the graphs of (A;r)x z as a family of subsets of E x F strongly converge (as

í } 0) to another subset of E x F (in the sense of (1.15) or (1.17)), then T is

said to be proto-differentiable at x relative to z, and the limit set is the graph of

another multifunction Y'x z : E =t F which will be called the proto-derivative

of T at x relative to z. We write Y'x z = G-limr|o(A,r)x z. In terms of

sequences,

T'x z = G-lim(A,J)x,z,    W„|0.
' n—>oo

Note that the graph of (A,r)x,z is the set

gph(A,r)x>z = y[gphT- (x, z)],

so that T is proto-differentiable at x relative to z if and only if the contingent

cone of gphT at (x, z), which is

(3.2) ATr(x, z) = lim sup -[gph T-(x, z)],
no    t

coincides with the derivative cone

(3.3) Dr(x, z) = liminf-[gphr-(x, z)].
r|0      t

The common cone is the graph of the proto-derivative.

T is said to be proto-differentiable at x if T(x) / 0, and for every z G

T(x), T is proto-differentiable at x relative to z . One can see that the proto-

differentiability is a local property.

Proposition 3.2. Let T : E =} F be proto-differentiable at x relative to z £

Y(x). Then the proto-derivative Vx 2: E =i F has closed graph and satisfies

oer;,2(0) and rXtXM) = xrXtZ(Z)

for all ¡,£E and X>0.
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If F = E* and Y is a monotone operator, then for every Ç g domT^. and

for every nx, t]2 £ PX>Z(Ç), one has (nx, £) = (n2, Ç).

Proof. The verification of the first part is direct as in the finite-dimensional case

(see [16, Proposition 2.3]).
Suppose the second part were false, there would exist nx, t]2 g Y'XtZ(£) such

that (nx, Ç) < (n2, Ç). Let X > 1 such that

(3.4) Afax.i) <<%,*}.

By homogeneity of Y'x z, one has Xnx g Y'xz(X£,). Since Y is monotone, its

proto-derivative is also monotone. Hence

(Aifi-ifc,tf-{)>0   or   (X-l)(Xnx-m,i)>0.

This implies that (Xnx - n2, ¿;) > 0. Thus X(nx, Ç) > (n2, £) which contradicts

(3.4). The proof is complete.   D

Proposition 3.3. Suppose A = (Ax, A2) : Ex x Fx —> E2 x F2 is a linear iso-

morphism and Y : Ex =s Fx is a multifunction. Let AY be the multifunc-

tion: E2 =t F2 defined by gph(^r) = /l[gphr]. Assume Y(x) / 0, and let
z G r(x). Then Y is proto-differentiable at x relative to z if and only if

AY is proto-differentiable at Ax(x, z) relative to A2(x, z). One has AY'XZ =

(AYyAx(x,z),A2(x,z)-

Proof. Let I = AY. Then

^[gph(A(r)x.z] = gph(A,l)Adx,zhAÁXyZ).

Observe that for any family sets D, c Ex x Fx (t > 0), D, -^ D if and only if

A[D,]-^> A[D], so the proposition follows.   D

Corollary 3.4. Let Y : E =5 F. Suppose Y(x) / 0 and z £ Y(x). Then Y is

proto-differentiable at x relative to z if and only if Y~x is proto-differentiable

at z relative to x. One has (Y~x)'zx = (Y'xz)~x.

(The inverse Y~x of Y is defined by x G r_1(z) o z G T(x).)

Proof. Apply Proposition 3.3 with A:ExF—>FxE defined by A(x, z) =
(z,x).   G

The next several results connect proto-differentiability with classical differen-

tiability when the given multifunction happens to be single-valued (a mapping).

It should be noted here that even if a single-valued mapping Y is continuous

and proto-differentiable at x, its proto-derivative might not be single-valued as

seen by the following.

Example. Let T(x) = y/\x~\ : R —» R. Let D, be the first-order difference

quotient function of Y at 0 relative to 0 = Y(0). Then Dt(Ç) = vW?. Thus

G-lim,¿n D, = D exists with

no, oo) ifi = o,

^'     (0 if£/0,

and D is the proto-derivative of Y at 0 (relative to 0).
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Proposition 3.5. Let Y : E =ï F be single valued in a neighborhood U of x.

Suppose that Y has one-sided directional derivative at x relative to every Ç £ E,

(3.5) ^):=limr(x + ^-r(x),       Ç £ E.

Suppose also that the convergence in (3.5) is uniform for Ç in a compact set

and that D is a continuous mapping. Then Y is proto-differentiable at x and
Y'        — nlx,T{x) - u ■

Let Y be Lipschitzian in U with constant k. Then the existence of the limits

in (3.5) is equivalent to Y being proto-differentiable at x relative to Y(x) with

domT^ r,x, = E (this condition is superfluous if F is finite-dimensional). In

this case D given in (3.5) is Lipschitzian with the same constant k and the

convergence is uniform for £ in a compact set.

Proof. By the uniform convergence in (3.5), one can write

(3.6) r(x + tÇ)-T(x) = tD(Ç) + o(t,Ç),        t>0, £g£,

where limtio o(t, Ç)/t = 0 with the convergence being uniform for £ in a

compact set.

A sufficient condition for the proto-differentiability of Y at x with Y'x r, . =

D is that for every sequence t„ | 0, for every sequence £„ -^ f,

(3.7) limr(x + ̂ )-r(x)=jD(a
n tn

By (3.6), this holds when

limO(tn,Zn) ^0     and     lim0(£n) = £,(£)_
n tn n

These conditions are satisfied because {£„, Q is a compact set and D is a
continuous mapping. The first part of the proposition is proved.

For the second part, let Y be Lipschitzian in U with constant k. Let D,

be the first-order difference quotient of Y at x relative to Y(x). Then D, is

Lipschitzian with the same constant.

Let t„ I 0, D„ = D,n and suppose that Y is proto-differentiable at x with

Y'xY(x) = D. We wish to show that D is given in (3.5). Let £ G E and n £ D(f )

(domD = E). Since gphD c s-lim inf(gphDr), there exists a sequence £„ -^ £

such that D„(Ç„) -4 t]. One has for any Ç'„ -^> Ç that

\\Dn(0-n\\ < \\Dn(0-Dn(Çn)\\ + \\Dn(Çn)-n\\ < k\\?H ~U + \\Dn(Çn) - ,,||

so that D„(Ç'n) -î* n. This argument shows that D(Ç) is a singleton and D(£) —

limD„(^). This is true for every sequence tn [ 0, hence (3.5) holds.

The condition dom D = E above is automatically satisfied when F is finite-

dimensional. In fact, let £ G E and consider {D„(£)}. This sequence is

bounded by Lipschitzian property and by Dn(0) = 0. Therefore it has a limit

point, say r\. Thus (£,, n) £ limsup[gphD„] c gphD, hence £ G domD.
The Lipschitzian property of D follows from that of D„ . The uniform con-

vergence for Ç in a compact set in (3.5) can be seen by a standard compactness

argument using the Lipschitzian property of D, and D.   D
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Corollary 3.6. If Y : E =£ F is Hadamard differentiable at x, then it is proto-

differentiable at x and Y'x r(x) = Dr(x), the Hadamard derivative of Y at x.

The converse is true when Y is Lipschitzian in a neighborhood of x and Y'x r( >

is a continuous linear mapping.

Proposition 3.7. Let Y : E ^Rk be single-valued in a neighborhood If of x.

Suppose Y is continuous and proto-differentiable at x with its proto-derivative

D = Y'x T,x, being single-valued everywhere. Then the one-sided directional

derivative of Y at x relative to every £, £ E exists and

(3.8) D(£) = hmr(X + ^-r(x).
v    ' v '    no t

If in addition D is continuous, then the convergence in (3.8) is uniform for Ç in

a compact set.

Proof. Let
A(0 = r(x + ̂ )-r(x);     {€E>/>0<

We wish to show that for every bounded set B , there exists some â > 0 such

that {Dt(Ç) : Ç e B, 0 < r < <5} is bounded. If this were false, there would

exist a sequence sn -» 0, a sequence Z'n £ B such that an := \\DSn(Ç'n)\\ -» oo

and DSn(Ç'n)/a„ -> some n with \\n\\ = 1. Let tn = ansn , Ç„ = (Ç'„/a„). Then

in —> 0, tn —> 0 (since r is continuous at x) and Dtn(Çn) = DSn(Ç'n)/an —► t].

This shows that (0, n) £ limsup[gphD,] c gphD. Hence n £ D(0) = {0}, a
contradiction. Therefore {Dt(Ç) : 0 < t < ô, Ç £ B} is bounded as claimed.

Let i £ E, in —> i, and /„ | 0. By the above result, {D,n(in)} is bounded,

hence it has limit points in R^ . For any limit point n of {D,n(Çn)} , one has

(£, n)} £ limsuptephD,] = gphD, hence r\ £ D(Ç). The single-valuedness of

D implies that {D,n(Çn)} has a unique limit point D(£). Therefore D(£) =

lim„ D,n(Ç„). This is true for any sequences £„-»<!;, t„ } 0, hence

(3.9) D(i)= Um A«')-

In particular, (3.8) holds.

Suppose D is continuous. Let C be a compact set. Let e > 0. Then by

(3.9), the continuity of D, and the compactness of C, there exists a ô > 0

such that \D,(Ç) - D(Ç)\ <e for 0<í<á, Ce C. This shows the uniform
convergence in (3.8).    G

Corollary 3.8 [16, Theorem 3.5]. Let Y : E —> Rk be a mapping which is con-

tinuous at x £ E. Then Y is Hadamard differentiable at x if and only if Y is

proto-differentiable at x with Y'x r,x, being a continuous linear mapping.

The next theorem connects the epi-differentiability of a convex function with

the proto-differentiability of its subdifferential.

Theorem 3.9. Let /:£-»R be a closed proper convex function. Let x £ E

and assume that f(x) is finite. Then the following are equivalent:

(a) / is twice epi-differentiable at x relative to z.

(b) z G df(x) and df is proto-differentiable at x relative to z with the

proto-derivative being a maximal monotone operator.
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One then has

(3.10) d(M\M) = (df)'XtZ(Ç),        i£E.

Proof. First, we state Attouch's theorem (cf. [1, Theorem 3.66]):

Attouch's theorem. Let (<pn), <P be a sequence of closed proper convex functions.

Then tp = M-lim <pn if and only if the following conditions hold:

(i) dtp = G-lim(dtpn).
(ii) 3(£, n) £ gphdtp,  3(£,„, nn) £ dtp„ such that (£„, n„) -» (Ç,n) and

(pn(Zn) -» <P(t) ■

Now, for any í > 0, let

tp,(0 = (A{2)f)x,z(i) = ¿¡{/(x + tQ-ftx) - t(z,i)},       i eE.

Then

(3.11) dfrtf) = -t{df(x + ii) -z}= At(df)x>z(i),

which is the difference quotient for the multifunction df. We have

(3.12) fri(0) = 0,
(3.13) 0£d±tp,(0)& z£df(x).

Suppose (a) in the theorem holds. Then z G df(x) by Proposition 2.3. If

tp = \f'x\z, then for every sequence i„ | 0, the sequence tpn = \tp,n Mosco

converges to tp (as n-too), so by Attouch's theorem, (i) holds, hence (3.11)

implies that A,n(df)XtZ graphically converges to dtp. We conclude that the

G-limit of A,(df)XtZ exists and

d\f'x\z = dtp = G-limAt(df)x,z = (df)'x,z-

This proves (b) and (3.10).

Conversely, suppose (b) of the theorem holds, i.e.  z e df(x) and there is a

maximal monotone operator <P : E =$ E* such that

0 = G-limA,„(d/K,z,     Vtnl0.
n

Since the class of subdifferentials of closed proper convex functions is closed

under graphical convergence in the class of maximal monotone operators (cf.

[1, Corollary 3.6]), one has <t> = dtp for some closed proper convex function

tp . By (3.11), one further has

(3.14) dtp = G-limd\tp,n,

and then by (3.13), 0 G d jtpt„(0) = Atn(df)XtZ(Q). The graphical convergence

of A,n(df) to <I> gives that 0 G 0(0) = d<p(0). In particular, tp(0) is finite. By
adding a constant, we can assume that tp(0) = 0 . From (3.12), we see that (ii) of

Attouch's theorem holds for \tp,n and tp by taking Ç„ =0, rjn =0. Combining

this with (3.14), we conclude from Attouch's theorem that tp = M-lim \tp,n.

This is true for any sequence t„ j 0, so the Mosco epi-limit of the second-order

difference quotient functions \tp, exists and the limit is tp, with tp(0) = 0.

This proves (a).   G
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4. Some calculus

Proposition 4.1. Let f : E —> R be a (Fréchet) differentiable convex function in

a neighborhood U of x £ E. If f is twice Fréchet differentiable at x, then f

is twice epi-differentiable at x with its epi-derivative f'f 0 ~ , being a continuous

quadratic form. One has

(4-1) fx[Df{x)(Z) = (D2f(x)i,Ç},        t£E.

The converse is true when E is finite-dimensional.

Proof. Suppose / is twice Fréchet differentiable at x. Then Df is Fréchet

differentiable at x. Thus by Corollary 3.6, Df is proto-differentiable at x

and (Df)XtDf(x)(t) = D2f(x)Z (Í G E). Because (Df)'xJ){(x) is the graphical

limit of monotone operators, it is monotone. Moreover, it is single-valued and

continuous, hence is maximal. By Theorem 3.9, / is twice epi-differentiable at

x and

d(\fx,Df{x)m = (Df)'XtDf{x)(0 = D2f(x)i,        t£E.

Since f" Dfix\(0) = 0, this subdifferential equation yields

^í/w(í) = (^/WÍ,í),      íeE.

Thus the first part and (4.1) hold.

Conversely, suppose E = Rk and / is twice epi-differentiable at x with

f" Df/X)(Ç) = Ç'HÇ (Ç e E), where H is a (positively semidefinite) matrix. By

Theorem 3.9, Df is proto-differentiable at x and (Df)'x Df,xAÇ) = HÇ (Ce

E) which is a continuous linear operator on E. Moreover, the (once) Fréchet

differentiability of / in a (convex) neighborhood of x necessarily implies that

Df is continuous at x (cf. [12, Proposition 2.8]), therefore by Corollary 3.8,

Df is Fréchet differentiable at x, i.e. / is twice Fréchet differentiable at

X.    G

Proposition 4.2. Suppose f and g are closed proper convex functions on E and

f is twice Fréchet differentiable at x £ E. Let h = f + g. Then

(4.2) z = Df(x) + u£dh(x)&u£dg(x).

Function g is twice epi-differentiable at x relative to u if and only if h is twice

epi-differentiable at x relative to z, and

(4.3) h'fz(0 = (D2f(x)i,^) + g'fu(t),        Ç£E.
Proof. The first statement is a consequence of the well-known fact in convex

analysis:

dh(y) = df(y) + dg(y),       y£E,

if both functions / and g are finite at some point at which at least one is

continuous.

To prove the second part of the proposition, let O,, Y,, A, be the difference

quotients of dh (at x relative to z ), Df (at x relative to Df(x) ) and dg

(at x relative to u ) respectively. One has

(4.4) «>«(<?) = r,(i) +A,«;),        i£E.
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Since Df is Fréchet differentiable, one has (see Propositions 3.5 and (3.7))

(4.5) UmY,n(Çn) = D2f(x)t,    Vf G E, £„ -» f, /„ i 0.
n

Suppose now that g is twice epi-differentiable at x relative to u . We wish to

show that

(4.6) G-limO, = D2f(x) + (dg)'x¡u = x2d(f'x\Df(x) + g'fu),

where the second equality comes from Theorem 3.9 and the twice epi-differen-

tiability of g. Since the right-most is a maximal monotone operator, it suffices

to show that gph[D2/(x) + (dg)'x u] c liminf„[gphO,J for every sequence

tn |0, i.e.,

D2f(x)Ç+ t1£liminf[gph<I>,n](Ç),
(4.7)

^£dom(dg)'XtU, Vr¡e(dg)'XtU(t),    Ví„jO.

To show (4.7), it is enough to produce sequences £„ -> £, co„ £ Oíb (<!;„) such

that o)n —► D2f(x)Ç + n. Since A, graphically converges to (dg)'xu (Theorem

3.9), one can pick sequences £„ —> ¿; and t]„ £ Atn(£„) such that nn —> n. By

(4.4) and (4;5), we can choose wn = Ytn(£n) + nn . Thus (4.7) holds.

We have therefore shown (4.6). Thus dh is proto-differentiable at x rel-

ative to z with (dh)'xz = jd(f" Df,x) + gxu). By Theorem 3.9, h is twice

epi-differentiable at x relative to z and d(h'xz) = d(fxDj-,x)-\-g'fu). This

subdifferential equation yields h'x z = fx Dj,x, + g" u. The "only if part and

(4.3) are then proved.

For the "if part, let

A(0 = {r, : D2f(xK + V € (dh)'x^)} ,        £ £ E,

where the proto-derivative (dh)'xz = G-lim^oO, exists and is a maximal

monotone operator by Theorem 3.9. We need to show that A, (the difference

quotient of dg) graphically converges to A, i.e. limsup^otgphA,] c gphA c

liminf(|o[gph A,] or that for every Ç £ E,
(i) If n £ A(£), then for every sequence r„ J. 0, there exist sequences £„—►£,

n„ £ Ar„(£„) such that n„ -> n .

(ii) If t„ I 0, {«-♦£. nn£ A,„(t„) such that nn -> n, then n £ A(<£).

To see (i), choose sequences Ç„ —> £ , co„ G Oín(¿;„) such that w„ —► D2f(x)£,

+ n (this can be done since gph(dh)'x z c liminf^otgphO,] ). Let nn = o)n-

Y,n(£,n). Then n„ £ Atri(Çn) by (4.4) and n„ -> n by (4.5), hence (i) is true.

For (ii), we first see that Y,n(Ç„) + nn -> D2f(x)Ç + r\ by (4.5) and that

rf.(i») + i/„ G <&,„(&,) by (4.4). Thus by limsup^igphO,] c gph(dh)'x z, one

has D2f(x){, + n £ (dh)'x<z(Ç). This shows that n £ A(¿;), hence (ii) is true.

We have shown that G-limA, = A. Therefore (dg)' exists and equals to A

which is then a monotone operator. The maximality of A follows from that of

(dh)'x z. By Theorem 3.9,g is twice epi-differentiable at x relative to u.   G

Theorem 4.3. Let E be a Hubert space and f be a closed proper convex function

on E. Let X > 0. Then the Moreau-Yosida approximate

(4.8) fx(x)=mf{f(u) + ±\\u-x\\2}       (xeE)
uet
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is a Wx function. The infimum above is always attained at a unique point which

will be denoted by Ji(x).  The mapping Ji is nonexpansive and the function

Dfx is Lipschitzian with constant (l/X). One has

(4.9) u = Jf(x) « j(x -u)£ df(u),

(4.10) Df(x) = j(x-u).

With x, u and z = Dfx(x) as above, the following are equivalent:

(a) / is twice epi-differentiable at u relative to z ;

(b) fk is twice epi-differentiable at x ;
(c) Ji is proto-differentiable at x and dom(Ji)'x u = E ;

(d) Ji has one-sided directional derivative at x relative to every Ç £ E.

When these hold, one has

(4.11) i2(fr;,Ái) = (i2f:,M),   zze,

(4.12) (J})'x,u(t) = argmin{±/Z'f,fa) + ¿||i/ -¿||2}

Jf(x + t{) - Ji(x)
(4.13) =lim-£-j-f—,       i£E,

(10 t

where the convergence in the limit above is uniform for Ç in a compact set and

(Ji)'  is a nonexpansive and positively homogeneous mapping.   The condition

dom(Ji)'xu = E in (c) is superfluous when E is finite-dimensional.

Proof. The properties of fx, Ji, and Df1 are well-known facts in convex

analysis; see [1, Theorems 3.24 and 3.56]. We wish to show (a) «=>■ (b) and

(4.11), (b) & (c) and (4.12), and then (c) «*■ (d) and (4.13) and the last
statement of the theorem.

To show the equivalence of (a) and (b), we note that fx = /□ ¿ || • ||2 (infimal

convolution), so

(4.14) (/*)• = /* +ill-II2-

By Theorem 2.5, / is twice epi-differentiable at u relative to z if and only if

/* is twice epi-differentiable at z relative to u. From (4.14) and Theorem 4.2,

the latter is true if and only if (/*)* is twice epi-differentiable at z relative to

x = u + Xz (where Xz is the Fréchet derivative of j\\ • \\2 at z ). By Theorem

2.5 again, the above statement is equivalent to the twice epi-differentiability of

fl at x. Thus (a) and (b) are equivalent. One has

[\{fX)'x,zV = \(ñtx = ÍK/Vz',« +A||- ||2]

= (^'.zr + fn-ii2 = (^',za¿ii-ii2r,
where the first and third equalities come from Theorem 2.5 and the second

one comes from (4.14) and Theorem 4.2 (note that the second-order Fréchet

derivative of i¡\\ • ||2 is the function (Z,r¡)i-> X(S,, r¡) ). Thus

2

This shows (4.11).

l(f*yi    -if n-Lii. ||2 = (I f"  )x
\J   )x,z — 2JU.Z     2lW     II \2Ju,z)   ■
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Next we show the equivalence of (b) and (c). By Theorem 3.9, (b) is equiv-

alent to Df1 being proto-differentiable at x with (Dfl)'x z being a maximal

monotone operator. Using the Lipschitzian property of Df1, we will verify

that

(4.15) (Df)'x>z is maximal & dom(D f)'x z = E.

In fact, let Y, be the difference quotient of (Dfk) at x relative to z. Sup-

pose (Dfx)'xz is maximal. For any ¿j G E, the set {Y,(^)}t>o is bounded by

Lipschitzian property of Df1, hence it has a weak limit point n. By maxi-

mally of (Dfl)'xz , one has n £ (Dfx)'xz(è,) (cf. [1, Proposition 3.59]). Thus

the implication (=$■) in (4.15) is true. For the converse, it suffices to show the

single-valuedness and Lipchitzian property of (Dfx)'xz . The verification goes

just like that in the proof of Proposition 3.5. Therefore, (4.15) holds.

By (4.15), we have that (b) is equivalent to (Dfx) being proto-differentiable

at x with dom(D/A)^. z = E. The latter is equivalent to Ji being proto-

differentiable at x with dom(7^)' = E. This can be seen as an application of

Proposition 3.3 with gphJi = A[gphDfx], where A is the linear isomorphism

(£, n) i-> (£, £ - Xr\) on E x E. Thus (b) and (c) are equivalent. Also,

Proposition 3.3 gives

(4.16) (j}yxJi)=Ç-X(Df%>z(Ç),        ÇeE.

From (4.11) one has

(4.17) %(fX)lÁ& = mífu[z(t,) + jx\\ri-i\\2},        t£E.
net

Let J(£) be the right-hand side of (4.12). In view of (4.8)—(4.10), one sees
from (4.17) that

(4.18) JH)=i-\D(fXM)

= i - X(Df)'x<z(0,        i£E (Theorem 3.9).

Thus we obtain (4.12) by comparing (4.16) and (4.18).
It remains to show the equivalence of (c) and (d), (4.13) and the last state-

ment of the theorem. But these are just consequences of Proposition 3.5 ( Ji

is Lipschitzian). The proof is complete.   G

Corollary 4.4. Let C be a nonempty closed convex set in a Hilbert space E. Let

P = Pc be the projection mapping on C. Let x £ E. Then u = P(x) ■& u £ C

and x - u £ Nc(u). The following are equivalent:

(a) The indicator function ôc  is twice epi-differentiable at u  relative to

(x - u).

(b) The projection mapping P is proto-differentiable at x with dorn P'x u =

E.
(c) The projection mapping P has one-sided directional derivative at x rel-

ative to every Ç £ E.
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When these hold, let tp(rj) = \(oc)'ú,x-Á'n) >  n £ E • Then

(4.19) P'x^) = lirnP{X + ti]'P{x)       «G E)

is the solution of the following problem:

(9°^ ) Minimize <p(n) + \\\n - f||2   over n e E.

The convergence in (4.19) is uniform for Ç in a compact set and the condition

dorn P'x u = E in (b) ¿s superfluous when E is finite-dimensional.

Proof. Just apply the above theorem with f = ôc and X = 1.   a

Example 4.5 (Zarantonello [22, p. 300]). Let C be a closed convex set in a

Hubert space E and P = Pc be the projection mapping on C. Let x G C
and let T be the tangent cone to C at x . Then for any £ G E,

P(x + if) = x + tPT(i) + o(t),        t>0.

Proof. Apply the above corollary and Example 2.7(b).   G

Example 4.6 (Haraux [8]). Let C be a polyhedric convex set in a Hubert space

E and P = Pc be the projection mapping on C. Let x £ E, u = P(x), and

3r = {neTc(u):(x-u,t1) = 0}.

Then for any Ç e E,

P(x + tÇ) = P(x) + tPy(Z) + 0(t), í>0.

Proof. Apply the above corollary and Example 2.10.   G

5. Integral functionals

In this section, we shall see that the twice epi-differentiability of a convex

integrand / : S x R-v —> R carries over to that of the corresponding inte-

gral If(x) = ¡sf(s,x(x))ds on x G 3%(S) (1 < p < oo), the space of

p-integrable measurable functions x from a measurable space S to RN. This

result therefore covers a large class of convex integral functionals, since the

twice-epidifferentiability of the integrands are quite easy to obtain; see [13, 14,

17]. The twice epi-differentiability of // as a function in J¿?p implies the

proto-differentiability of the subdifferential mapping dlf (Theorem 3.9). The
result could then be applied to analyze solutions of optimization problems as

worked out in [7].

Throughout the section, the set S is a nonempty measurable space with o-

algebra srf and a cr-finite measure ds ; typically, S is a closed interval [so, sx]
in R with Lebesgue measure. The space =5^(5) is usually written as f¡ff¡ , (the

set S is omitted) or as 2'p , for simplicity.

Definition 5.1. A closed-valued multifunction Y :S =}RN is said to be measur-

able if the set Y~X(U) = {s £ S : Y(s) n U ^ 0} is measurable for every open

set U cRN. An integrand / : S x RN -» R is said to be sf-normal(or simply
normal if there is no confusion) if its epigraph epi f(s, •) as a function of 5 is

a closed-valued measurable multifunction: 5" =t RN . The closed-valuedness of
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s h-> epi/(s, •) is equivalent to f(s, •) being lower semicontinuous for all 5 .

Furthermore, / is said to be a convex integrand if f(s, •) is a convex function

for a.e. s £ S. A normal integrand / is called proper if f(s, •) > -co and

f(s, •) ^ oo for a.e. s £ S. An integrand / is called a Carathéodory integrand

if f(s, x) is finite, measurable in s, and continuous in x for a.e. s £ S. If

the latter two properties hold for / : S x RN —> Rm , we call / a Carathéodory

mapping.

For a thorough treatment of normal integrands, we refer the reader to [15]

from which we extract a few results here:

(M1 ) A closed-valued multifunction Y is measurable if and only if the distance

d(x, Y(s)) is a measurable function of s £ S for every x £ RN .

(M2) If f is a normal integrand and x is a measurable function, then s >->

f(s, x(s)) is a measurable function.

(M3) A positive linear combination of normal proper integrands is a normal
proper integrand.

(M4) If q>(s, n) = f(s, h(s, n)) where f is a normal integrand and h is a

Carathéodory mapping, then tp is a normal integrand.

An example of the kind of mapping h for which (M4) is intended is h(s, rj) =

(n, Ç(s)) where £ : S —► Rm is a measurable function.

(M5) // / is a normal convex integrand, then so is f*. (The conjugacy is
taken with respect to the second argument, x .)

For a measurable function tp on 5, let tp+ , tp~ be the positive and negative

parts of tp respectively, i.e. tp+ = max{0, tp} and tp~ = max{0, -tp}. Then

Js tp+ and Jstp~ are well defined as an element in [0, oo]. The fact Js tp+ < oo

is equivalent to tp being majorized by a summable function. Likewise, js<p~ <

oo is equivalent to tp being minorized by a summable function. In either case,

the integral

(5.1) / tp=  í <p+- [ tp'
JS JS JS

is well defined as an element in R. If both cases fail, we assign cc value to

Js tp , or equivalently, ¡s tp is given in (5.1 ) under the convention oo — oo = oo.

Under this convention, if / is a normal convex integrand, then the integral

functional I/(x) = Js f(s, x(s)) ds (x £ Zi?p) is a convex function of x .

We shall only be interested in the case that If is proper, i.e. If never takes

on -oo and If(x) < oo for some x G 2CP . In such case, we can see that the

ambiguity oo - oo never occurs in Jsf(s,x(s))ds when using the expression

of (5.1), in other words, Jsf(s, x(s))ds is well defined in the usual sense for

every x G £?p .

Proof. In fact, suppose there were an Xi G 3'p such that

/ f(s, xx(s))+ds = I f(s, xx(s))~ ds = oo.
Js Js

By properness of If, we can pick an x0 G Jz?p such that //(xn) is finite. Let

A+ = {s: f(s,xi(s)) > 0},        A- = {s: f(s,xx(s)) < 0},

Xo(s)    if S £ A+ ,

X{S)     ' jc,(j)    if se A-
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Then x g J?p and

/ f(s, x(s))+ ds < oo, f(s, x(s))~ ds = oo.
Js Js

This would imply that If(x) = -oo , a contradiction.   G

We now turn to the twice epi-differentiability of the integral functionals.

First, we note that the normality of integrands is preserved under the epi-

convergence:

(M6) Let tp, : S x RN —> R be a normal integrand for each t > 0. Assume

that there exists a tp : S x RN —► R such that <p,(s, •) epi-converges to tp(s, •)

(as 11 0) for a.e. s £ S. Then tp is a normal integrand.

Proof. Let Y,(s) = epitp,(s, •), Y(s) = epip(s, •). Then by hypothesis, Y,(s)

epi-converges to Y(s) as í | 0, for a.e. s £ S. This implies that Y(s) is closed

for a.e. 5. We need to show that T is a measurable multifunction.

Each Y, is a measurable multifunction, hence by property (Ml) the func-

tion s h-> d(x, Y,(s)) is measurable for every x £ RN. Since d(x, Y(s)) =

lim,|o^(^, r,(i)) (note that this holds in the finite-dimensional case without

any convexity assumption), we have that 5 >-> d(x, Y(s)) is a measurable func-

tion for every xeR". By property (Ml) again, we see that T is a measurable

multifunction.   G

Lemma 5.2. Let f : S x RN —> R be a normal proper integrand. Let x £ J¿?p

and assume that f(s, x(s)) is finite for a.e. s £ S. Then for each t > 0 and

each z £ S?p the second-order difference quotient function

tp,(s,Ç):=(A\2)f)x{s),z{s)(sA)

2
= -p[f(s, x(s) + if) - f(s, x(s)) - tz(s) • f ]

is a normal proper integrand.

Proof. Write tp, = ^[f+f2 + h], where

/i(s,í)=/(s,x(j) + tf),    fi(s,Ç) = -f(s,x(s)),    f(s,í) = -tz(s)-í.

The functions f2 and f$ are Carathéodory integrands, f is normal proper by

property (M4), hence tp, is normal proper by property (M3).   G

Definition 5.3. A sequence (tp„) of normal integrands is said to be p-bounded

(1 < p < oo ) in the sense of Joly and Thenin [10] if there exist a sequence (x„)

in S?p , an element a in S?p , and an element y in J? ' such that

(i)  \x„(s)\<a(s) for a.e. s,

(ii) <p„(s,x„(s))<y(s) for a.e. 5.

Theorem 5.4 [10, Theorem 1]. Let (<pn) be a sequence of normal convex inte-

grands. Suppose that (tpn) is p-bounded (I < p < oo), (tp*) is q-bounded

ip + q — l)> and (<Pn) epi-converges to tp. Then I9n, I9*n, I9, Ir are proper

convex functions and I9n —•> Iy , I9- -» Ig,- .

Theorem 5.5. Let I < p < oo and let f : S x RN -> R be a normal proper

convex integrand and suppose that If is proper. Then

(a) z G dlf(x) »zE Sfp and z(s) £ df(s, x(s)) for a.e. s £S.
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(b) With x, z as in (a), assume that f(s, •) is twice epi-differentiable at x(s)

relative to z(s) for a.e. s £ S. Then I¡ is twice epi-differentiable at x relative

to z and

(5.2) (//)ï,,«)= íf^)>z{s)(s,^(s))ds,       ZeJ?e.
J S

Proof. Assertion (a) is a special case of [15, Corollary 3E]. To prove (b), let

tpt(s, •) = (A) f)X(S),Z{s)(s, •) be the second order difference quotient func-

tion of / and tp(s, •) = fx[s\zts\(s, •) be the second-order epi-derivative. By

Lemma 5.2, tp, is a normal integrand, and by hypothesis, tpt(s, •) epi-converges

to tp(s, •). Since

<Pt(s,-)>0,    Pt(s,0) = 0,    for a.e. s £ S,

we have c*(s,0) = 0 for a.e. s. Hence (tp,) is p-bounded and (tp*) is

^-bounded. Thus by Theorem 5.4, Ifl Mosco epi-converges to Iv .

Observe that I9l is the second-order difference quotient function (A\?'lf)XtZ

of //, and 7p is the right-hand side of (5.2), part (b) then follows,   a
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